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Abstract: Over the decades, robotics technology has acquired sufficient advancement through the
progression of 5G Internet, Artificial Intelligence (AI), Internet of Things (IoT), Cloud, and Edge
Computing. Though nowadays, Cobot and Service Oriented Architecture (SOA) supported robots
with edge computing paradigms have achieved remarkable performances in diverse applications,
the existing SOA robotics technology fails to develop a multi-domain expert with high performing
robots and demands improvement to Service-Oriented Brain, SOB (including AI model, driving
service application and metadata) enabling robot for deploying brain and a new computing model
with more scalability and flexibility. In this paper, instead of focusing on SOA and Robot as a Service
(RaaS) model, we propose a novel computing architecture, addressed as Brainware Computing, for
driving multiple domain-specific brains one-at-a-time in a single hardware robot according to the
service, addressed as Brain as a Service (BaaS). In Brainware Computing, each robot can install and
remove the virtual machine, which contains SOB and operating applications from the nearest edge
cloud. Secondly, we provide an extensive explanation of the scope and possibilities of Brainware
Computing. Finally, we demonstrate several challenges and opportunities and then concluded with
future research directions in the field of Brainware Computing.

Keywords: brainware computing; service oriented architecture (SOA); service oriented brain (SOB);
brain as a service (BaaS)

1. Introduction

Having Service Oriented Architecture (SOA) [1] and Collaborative Robots (COBOT) [2],
the automation industry has grown to be a vast equalizer in diverse applications such as
healthcare [3], medicine [4,5], e-commerce [6], surveillance systems [7], smart city [8], smart
home [9], UAV [10], manufacturing [11], and so on [12]. Recently, the proliferation of 5G
Internet, Artificial Intelligence (AI), Internet of Things (IoT), Cloud, and Edge Computing
advance this automation technology further matured over the years yielding the noble
services and technologies, for instance, Software as a Service (SaaS) [13], Infrastructure
as a Service (IaaS) [14], Platform as a Service (PaaS) [15], Robot as a Service (RaaS) [16],
etc. Moreover, these emerging scalable and flexible infrastructures drive the existing
automation industry to accelerate the performance significantly in terms of perfection and
resource utilization in business and defense.

The robotic concept was first introduced by Czech playwright Karl Capek in 1921
to denote a fictional humanoid [17,18]. Later in 1942, Isaac Asimov first used the term
robotics [19]. After that, robotics technology has gradually improved in terms of per-
formance, scalability, and flexibility through the progression of software and hardware
technologies along with Networking, the IoT, AI, Cloud, and Edge Computing. To solve
the ergonomic and productivity issues in the automation industry, Michael A. Peshkin et
al. proposed a more flexible and scalable robot architecture called Collaborative Robot
(COBOT) in 2001 [2]. However, Service-Oriented Architecture (SOA), Cloud Computing,
and IoT push the margin of the automation industry services and scopes up, offering
Robots as a Service (RaaS) [16] and Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS) [14]. In the last decade,
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along with these service infrastructures and vast headways of Artificial Intelligence (AI)
more specifically, deep learning and robotics technologies have attained gigantic capability
in terms of accuracy and perfection on diverse applications [3–12].

Modern AI technology has obtained tremendous performances, but are all about
domain-specific, hence state-of-the-art, robotics technology likewise. Every specific service
or application demands a distinct domain-specific brain, i.e., artificial intelligent model and
driving application. In this proposal, we use the keyword “brain” to denote a container
image that includes an AI-trained model (if necessary, then, capable of being updated
through service-aware learning), driving service application, and metadata. Developing
a high-performing multi-domain expert system is extremely challenging. For example,
a robot that is designed and trained for caring for a child is not capable of performing
rationally as a nurse and vice versa. Yara Rizk et al. [20] explained the difficulties and
challenges of multi-domain adaptive systems to describe the heterogeneity of the existing
robotic systems. As a single robot owns a limited capacity of heterogeneity characteristics,
Yunfei Shi et al. [21] considered the problem of a heterogeneous team of robots in terms of
modeling and sampling. They proposed a technique to facilitate multiple robots working
together. Aforementioned articles denote that existing single robotic systems struggle to
perfectly support heterogeneity in terms of domain adaptation and performing better in
diverse domains [20,21]. Deploying multiple brains inside a single robotic system might
be one of the possible solutions to build the multi-domain adaptive robot. However, this
solution is not practically and economically feasible because of the limited storage capacity
and computation capability of the robots such as household robots, self-driving cars, etc.

To deal with the aforementioned issue, by the grace of the potential from 5G internet
and possibilities from the state-of-the-art AI, edge, and cloud computing advancement, we
propose a computing architecture named Brainware Computing. Brainware Computing
denotes encapsulating AI model and service application with corresponding metadata in
cloud, sharing domain specific brains to the edges, deploying and enabling requested brain
images into the the robot based on the requested service, and combining and composing
of multiple brains without external programming required. The existing edge comput-
ing paradigm has been considered as the backbone computing paradigm for Brainware
Computing. Current robot architecture and working principles can be divided into four
concerns: (1) Communication, (2) Storage, (3) Sensors and Actuators, and (4) Software.
The software includes the AI model and driving application, which perform learning
from the environment and inference of the next state by interacting with the real world
environment [22] through sensors and actuators. In the existing robotics architecture, these
four operations are standalone and fixed together. Though Robot as a Service (RaaS) [16]
architecture introduced a strategy to increase the flexibility, it demands external control by
the developers with very limited variability. In the Brainware Computing platform, a big
portion of software component (learning, model updating and brain) is decoupled from
the robot and makes the robot equipped to establish and exclude the virtual machine based
on the service-demands (see Figure 1). The virtual machine includes Service Oriented AI
model, corresponding operating applications and metadata. These virtual machines are
stored in the form of the container image in the Intelligent Hierarchical Brain Store at the
nearest edge cloud. Based on the service-demands, edge and core cloud can install and
remove the service-specific brain image into and from the robots. Thus, a single robot can
have a magnificent performance in any concerned domain by switching the intelligent
brain inside it, which is being supervised by the edge cloud.

We elaborately discuss the need for Brainware Computing in Section 2. In Section 3,
we show the concepts and introduction of the Brainware Computing with the case studies.
Section 4 presents the scopes and possibilities. Challenges and opportunities of the pro-
posed Brainware Computing are demonstrated in Section 5. Lastly, the conclusion along
with the research direction are described in Section 6.
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Figure 1. Proposed Brainware Platform.

2. Need for Brainware Computing

Converging all the technologies into robotics outclasses the capability of the perfor-
mance. Although recent state-of-the-art data processing, artificial intelligence, and task
offloading in the edge and cloud computing allow existing robots to perform better in the
fixed-domain aspect, it has rather poor performance in multi-domain perspectives. More-
over, the automation industry demands the improvement of ergonomic and productivity
issues to enhance the scalability and flexibility of the robots. These constraints lead the
automation industry to own a multi-domain aspected computing infrastructure with brain
abstraction capability. Brainware Computing infrastructure has been proposed to solve the
concerned issues with high potentiality. In this section, we explain the limitations of the
related systems with a possible solution and the benefits of Brainware Computing.

However, a multitask model of a particular task can be tuned for another task, but
those tasks should be related and from the same domain of shared representation [23].
Multi-task learning strategy increases efficiency by improving generalization through
sharing low-level information of same data representation. This is a technique for inductive
transfer by using the domain information of related tasks, which is hidden in the dataset
as an inductive bias [24,25]. Although a multitask trained and tuned model is able to
perform on multiple tasks, the representation and characteristics of the dataset should be
similar, i.e., same domain [24]. Multi-task learning failed in the case of heterogeneous data
representation of different domains [23]. For example, instead of having individual models
for each related task of object detection, semantic segmentation, background subtraction,
classification, etc., in images, there may be a single multitask model that can perform on
all the tasks using the same data representation by inductive transfer strategy. This model
will not work for other different data representations of different domains. However, to
improve this limitation and develop a single multi-domain system that is able to adopt
and perform better in diverse domains, in this article we propose Brainware Computing.
Brainware Computing provides computing infrastructure, which is able to handle and run
multiple models for diverse domains and tasks. Multitask learning is one of the aspects in
our proposed infrastructure. Based on the service types, both single and multitask learning
models are stored in edge and core clouds as the brain images.

2.1. Limitations of Related Systems

Existing robotic systems struggle in terms of performances in multi-domain service
aspects due to the lack of variability in the case of multi-domain expertness. Though
cloud and edge computing allow high capacity for data processing and data transmission
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through 5G high-speed connectivity, recent state-of-the-art robots and cobots are not
efficient enough to utilize these benefits. In this section, we elaborate on the limitations of
existing robotic systems with possible solutions.

2.1.1. Invariability

In the Robot as a Service (RaaS) [16] infrastructure, usually the service robot is designed
for the multi-domain perspectives, but in limited varieties in terms of domain adaptability,
even after demanding external maintenance to perform as a multi-domain expert. The
rapid rise of advanced robotics technology has opened many new areas. A robot interacts
with the environment based on the predefined tasks and a fixed-domain artificial intelligent
model in it. If the environment demands a new service, then the robot failed to interact with
the environment. Although recently advanced robots update their learning through deep
reinforcement learning, they have insufficient capacity to accommodate all the services
due to the lack of computational and storage capability. For example, a robot that is
designed for cleaning the house in the afternoon fails to perform as a child-caring robot or
teacher at night and vice versa. Deploying and enabling different service-oriented brains
at a different time in the robot is one of the best solutions to make the robot perform in
multi-domain perspectives.

2.1.2. Inefficiency

Recent advancements of the 5G internet, edge, and cloud computing allow high-
speed data transmission and processing toward a very large scale [26,27]. Though existing
service-oriented architectures such as IaaS, SaaS, and RaaS utilize the data processing
advantages of cloud computing, they overlook the possibilities of edge computing and 5G
internet [13,14,16]. For example, RaaS provides services based on cloud computing and
external control by the developers without utilizing edge computing advancement and high
data transmission opportunity [16]. Let us consider a robot that is designed to recognize
human action using a deep learning model in videos. If 3D-Resnet101 [28] is selected as the
backbone network for this task, then the trained model size will be 365.1 MB considering
64 frames per clip [29]. 5G internet allows a data transmission rate up to 1+ Gbps in peak
and 100+ Mbps on average with very low latency [30]. So, on average, recent high-speed
5G internet requires approximately 3 to 4 s to deploy the brain image of action recognition
tasks in the robot. Moreover, considering task processing and data sharing capacity in edge
computing, this latency can be reduced with improved reliability [31]. Existing robotics
technology including service-oriented structures is not capable of grabbing these benefits
yet. This scope of high data transmission and computational capacity in edge and cloud
computing allows deploying and enabling different service-oriented brains at a different
time into the robot to open up a new era in robotics technology. These brains are stored in
core and edge clouds.

2.1.3. Lack of Flexibility

The collaborative Robot (COBOT) is a more flexible and scalable robot than classical
robots [2]. Cobots interact with the shared environment through collaborating with the
human. To solve the ergonomic and productivity issues of the robots, cobots create smooth
and strong virtual surfaces in the shared workspace. Cobot improves flexibility, relying on
the human intelligence and demanding external control. This dependencies make the cobot
flexible, but in a limited scale. Recently advanced robots are more adaptive and reliable
than previous ones, but they are less flexible in terms of multi-domain expertness [32]. Both
robot and cobot are less flexible in the case of performance in a diverse domain. To enhance
the flexibility of shifting intelligence and make the robot perform in multi-domain task
spaces as an expert, deploying a domain-specific brain during the execution and removing
allows the robot to be highly flexible.
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2.2. Benefits of Brainware Computing

Existing AI enabled services have many limitations for better services in the future
such as invariability, inefficiency and lack of flexibility. Therefore, Brainware Computing
paradigm may solve current limitations furthermore by having the following benefits:

• Multi domain adaption: Brainware Computing allows the robots to have a different
brain at a different time based on the service demands. As it is not possible to develop
a brain in an AI agent that can perform as an expert in multiple domains, changing
the brain based on the services is one of the best solutions regarding this issue. The
existing related robot does not allow huge computation and storage capacity, so
keeping multiple brains and switching between the trained model is not feasible in
concept. For example, if a model is trained for language translation using natural
language processing principles, then that model is not able to perform using video or
image data. Some recent techniques can be adaptive at a multi-domain workspace
by sacrificing performances. Domain-specific trained models perform better due
to having the easy way of generalization and pattern recognition in organized data
instances. As Brainware Computing enables a service-oriented brain based on the
service demands and introduces the Brain as a Service (BaaS) infrastructure, the robots
can have extensive performances in any corresponding domain at a particular time by
shifting the brain.

• Efficient utilization: Having a huge computational and storage capacity of cloud and
edge computing with high-speed 5G connectivity, proposed Brainware Computing
supports virtualization and distribution among the edges and then robots based on the
demands efficiently and effectively. Existing RaaS [16] utilizes cloud computing and
overlooks the possibilities of edge computing and high-speed connectivity. Brainware
Computing allows users to have a more specific, expert, and high-performing brain
for the task that is trained using huge datasets and computation facilities. All the
global models are stored in the intelligent brain store of the core cloud, then subsets
of the whole number of brains, are distributed among the edges based on the local
interests. Edges enable, install and remove the brain to/from the robot based on
the services. Thus, Brainware Computing pushes up the margin of possibilities of
brain re-usability and platform translation for the developers and performs efficient
utilization of the available resources.

• Performance enhancement: An AI agent or a trained model of general-purpose suffers
from poor performance due to the heterogeneous data characteristics and patterns
of training data that came from multiple domains. Having a domain-specific and
specialized trained model supports the AI agent for performing better. Instead of
focusing on a single giant model that is trained in cross-domain nature, Brainware
Computing focuses on having domain-specific multiple brains for each service. Hence,
robots do not suffer from poor performances due to the data distribution and structure
problem of multi-domain datasets during training.

• Fast new service deployment: High-speed 5G connectivity allows 1+ Gbps bandwidth
in best cases and 100+ Mbps in average cases. Besides Brainware Computing grabs
the edge computing as the backbone for the distribution of the data and brain. Unlike
RaaS [16], Brainware Computing deploys the brain into the robot from the nearest
edges and without demanding explicit command by the administrator or programmer.
These autonomous arrangements allow Brainware Computing fast response and
deployment of the corresponding brain into the robot.

• Cost effectiveness: The intelligent brain store of cloud contains all of the global service-
specific brain. The subsets of the brain are shared with the corresponding edges based
on the local interests. A single brain can perform at different regions, in different robots
and at different times. Providing the control of deploying and removing the brain to
the coordinating communication unit of the edges, and the interaction between edges
during the searching brain allows the Brainware Computing for reusing and sharing
the same brain at multiple times and multiple events.
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Moreover, the core concept is to replace all possible sensors by camera and microphone.
Advanced emerging computer vision and time series signal analysis techniques are used to
perceive the environment and surroundings. The robots will cooperate with humans using
vision and voice command. So, instead of using numerous sensors, deep reinforcement
learning models are able to perceive the real world using the camera and audio sensors.
Suggested general purpose robots contain camera and sound sensors. The task and services
are performed using the image and audio data. Proposed Brainware Computing infras-
tructure provides only those services that are able to perform using images, videos, audio
signals data and the processed information obtained by processing them. Utilizing and
processing these data, robots estimate and augment other possible information for under-
standing nature. For example, Minakshi et al. [33] proposed the idea of rainfall prediction
by analyzing cloud images. Nilay et al. [34] proposed a technique for weather forecasting
using satellite images by avoiding other sensors. Being motivated by these works, we
suggest replacing the other sensors by camera and audio sensors. For any particular task,
the dedicated and specified corresponding brain images are responsible to extract the
necessary environmental information from the images, videos and audio data. So, both the
cost of sensors and storage is reduced in the Brainware Computing infrastructure.

3. CONCEPTS: What Is Brainware Computing

Brainware Computing denotes searching, deploying, and enabling brain images to be
performed at the robots from edges and cloud, extensive global training, sharing weights,
inference optimization, shifting control of brains in robots, and sharing knowledge among
the edges. Here, we define any artificial intelligence (mostly deep learning) model that is
obtained through supervised, unsupervised, or reinforcement learning and trained in a
centralized, decentralized, or federated manner with driving application and metadata as
the brain. Initially, the model in the brain images is obtained by training in a centralized
manner on a large dataset at the core cloud with high computational capacity. Then,
based on the services and demands by the robots, the model updates its learning at a
service-aware learning unit in the edge. For this purpose, the robots should contain all
possible sensors and actuators with flexible hardware capability. The general purpose robot
contains all possible hardware arrangements to interact with the real-world environment
regardless of services. During the execution, necessary sensors and actuators among all the
components are mapped, equipped, and driven by the service-oriented service application
of the brain using metadata.

Figure 1 illustrates the concept of Brainware Computing. Brainware Computing
leverages the computation, storage, and data transmission capability of both edge and
cloud computing. Core cloud stores all the necessary brains in the global intelligent brain
store. Every edge cloud also contains the group of brains in a local intelligent brain store for
enabling requested brain images at different times into the robot. Depending on the service
demands that are requested by the robots, the edge cloud enables and sends the brain
image to that particular robot. For a particular service, the edge sends the corresponding
brain image to the robot. After performing the task, the robot removes the brain image (see
Figure 2). For example, a general-purpose household robot receives the commands from
the house owner through voice recognition for cleaning the house in the afternoon. The
robot sends the metadata, which includes service details with surrounding environmental
data, to the nearest edge. The corresponding edge analyzes the metadata and environment
information for searching for an appropriate brain among the edges and core cloud. The
selected brain is enabled and deployed into that particular robot. After finishing the
cleaning task, if the same robot is requested to perform the task of taking care of a child,
then the previous cleaning brain is disabled and removed from the brain. At night, the
same robot can install the surveillance and guard brain image to ensure security by roaming
around the house. For performing the new task, the same procedure repeats as described,
and the robot performs the requested task. All the robots for all the services follow the same
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operational flow as described. The overall flow of execution of the Brainware Computing
can be divided into the following concerns:

EnvironmentEnd Device (Without service Brain) End Device (Service Brain installed)

Environment data 
collection

Performing task
by deployed brain

Model training using local data 
(Federated learning)

Model training using local data 
(Federated learning)

Coordinating Communication

Semantic Environment Analysis

Edge cloud brain store
Service-aware learning

Docker image
(Embedding brain and micro service)

D
eploying 

brain im
age

Uploading data, 
weights and service 
requests

Searching brain

Sending updated brain

One-shot local 
federation and 
reinforcement 
learning

App store

Decision model

Global Model Updating

Core Cloud
Inter-edge coordinator Global Brain and data store Brainware Management

Figure 2. A single operational flow between edge devices and edge cloud with architecture.

1. End devices (Robots, Cobots, etc.)

• Local end device associative standalone operating application for handling the
processing of metadata;

• Sensors and actuators arrangement.

2. Edge cloud

• Inter edge coordinating communication;
• Semantic environment understanding;
• Inter-edge interfacing for searching for service-oriented brain;
• Service aware knowledge updating of the enabled brain;

– Federated learning (Supervised, Unsupervised, Semi Supervised);
– Reinforcement learning;

• Encapsulating AI model, software and metadata and managing images;
• Local edge intelligent brain store;
• Resources management.

3. Core Cloud

• Global model updating;

– Federated averaging;
– Centralized deep learning;

• Global intelligent brain store;
• Inter-edge coordinator;
• Container management.

The functional impact of the concerned units are elaborately described in the
following section.

3.1. BaaS: Service Oriented Brain as a Service in Brainware Computing

The core concept of Brainware Computing is enabling Service Oriented Brain as a Ser-
vice (BaaS), which allows the existing computing infrastructure and robotics technologies
obtaining multi-domain expertise for diverse services without demanding explicit control.
See Figure 3 for further details.
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Figure 3. Service-oriented brain searching, learning updates and deployment. (Different colors
represent different services).

In 2010, Yinong Chen et al. proposed Robot as a Service (Raas) [16] based on SOA
architecture. These service-oriented architectures and robots are equipped to perform multi-
domain tasks, but in the fixed domain at a time. RaaS robots demand explicit programming
by the developers to make them experts for multi-domain service spaces. In our Brainware
Computing, BaaS does not require explicit programming. The whole end-to-end procedure
for enabling, deploying, and removing brains inside the robots is done by edge cloud. A
general-purpose robot with all the necessary hardware arrangements can perform any of
the short and long-term tasks. Recently, a robot can perform multiple tasks such as cops [35],
waiters [36], pets [37], child carer [38], autonomous car [39], etc., but it needs to be explicitly
programmed, and the flexibility of shifting domain is limited. In Brainware Computing,
a general-purpose robot can do all the necessary tasks with high flexibility in terms of
domain adaptions such as a car, cleaning robot, pet, UAV, etc. Brainware Computing
offers the complete architecture of Service Oriented Brain (SOB). Based on the request of a
service broker, the robot requests the nearest edge cloud for the service-specific brain in
the form of a virtual machine including the corresponding service application. Edge cloud
contains the most possible brains appropriate for corresponding services, for example,
brain for UAV, car, pets, cleaning, cops, surveillance, etc. After having the requests from
the service broker, the general-purpose robots convey the service request with metadata
to the coordinating communication unit of the responsible edge. After processing the
service demand, searching, and updating the brain, the coordinating communication unit
transmits the requested brain image as a service to that particular robot.

3.2. Brain Virtualization and Service Deployment

Since core and edge cloud can perform large-scale training and contain a huge stor-
age capacity compared to end devices, Brainware Computing focuses on training global
artificial intelligent (specifically, deep learning) models in the core cloud. Edge and cloud
collaboratively perform federated and reinforcement learning and averaging weights.
Trained global service-oriented brains are stored in the intelligent brain store of the core
cloud. Each edge cloud contains necessary brains based on the local interests. After having
service requests by the robot, the coordinating communication unit sends the request and
metadata to the semantic environment analysis unit. The semantic environment analysis
unit determines the brain category and searches for the corresponding brain image. Initially,
robots just have the operating application which drives them to install and remove the
container images. Based on the request types from the robots, inter-edge coordinating
communication unit in edge cloud decodes and analyzes the request and search for specific
brain image among the edges and often in the cloud. Service-aware learning unit updates
the weights of the selected brain using the environmental data sent from the robot using
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federated or reinforcement learning. Here, learning is performed considering some key
factors such as service category, duration, scales, etc. The updated model is sent to the
cloud for globalization using the large dataset by performing averaging weights. The final
global model is shared with the corresponding edge brain stores. The selected brain is
transmitted to the robot in the form of a virtual machine. Robots can deploy the service-
oriented virtual machine on request. The container management unit encapsulates the
updated brain, driving application, and metadata to a container image. The inter-edge
coordinator unit of the edge cloud is responsible to deploy the service brain to the robot.
After performing the task, the brain is removed from the robot by the operating application
in the robot.

3.3. Heterogeneous Service Spaces and Task-Space Driven Intelligence Control

In the existing automation systems, the artificial intelligent model in the robot can
perform better in a single domain. The operating software in the robot drives its sen-
sors/actuators to meet a specific goal. So, service spaces for the specific robots are prede-
fined. No artificial intelligent model can perform better in other domains after being trained.
In our proposed Brainware Computing, the key concern is Service-oriented Brain as a
Service (SOB). In this system, each robot can handle different brains at different times. A
single robot can lead itself to perform accordingly for any kind of services. With the ability
to install and remove different kinds of service-oriented brain, our proposed robot structure
can work at heterogeneous service spaces, for instance, self-driving car, cleaning, language
translation, etc. Based on the service demands, any kind of service can be performed by the
robots by enabling the specific brain from the edge. To control the task-driven intelligence
and switch from one intelligence to another, the end device robot contains a controller
operating application. Furthermore, there is the concern of utilizing and synchronizing
with the same arrangements of sensors and actuators. The robots contain cameras and
audio sensors to receive environment information from the real world environment. The
brain images that contain the service application and the controller application in the end
devices are synchronized together to interact with the real-world environment.

3.4. Service Request Analysis: Semantic Environment and Metadata Understanding

Inter-edge coordinating communication blocks also receive service requests, images,
and time-series signals from the robot. After performing initial decoding of the command
string and environmental data, the semantic environment understanding block processes
the surrounding photos and time-series signals to understand the environment. To do
so, the deep learning-based model is deployed to resolve the information of “what” and
“where”. Deep learning-based encoder–decoder for semantic segmentation, which refers
to “what”, and depth estimation for “where” information, which indicates the location of
the objects. There is an LSTM-based sub-block to understand the surrounded time-series
information for better understanding, see Figure 4.

Using the outcome from the encoder–decoders, the decision model translates that
information into a decision string. In this work, we propose three kinds of translators, such
as segmented image-to-text translation, depth image-to-text translation, and signal-to-text
translation. All these translations contain deep learning-based encoder–decoder for time
series data analysis. The outcomes help to determine the decision for searching the brain.
This decision model decides which brain the searching block should search, for example,
“self-driving car”, “Cleaning”, “Language Translator”, “Surveillance”, etc.
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Figure 4. Semantic environment understanding.

3.5. Service Aware Learning

For each complete service cycle, the corresponding edge cloud updates model weights
depending on the service specification and current environmental uncertainty. Some
services require short response time with simple intelligence where others might demand
long response time with complex intelligence.

Few services are the combination of multiple services, but some services are atomic
in nature. Depending on the level of intelligence, sensitivity, duration, and the type of
services, the service-aware learning unit in the edge cloud updates the model using the
current environmental information and metadata (see Figure 5). Based on the services, the
learning can be supervised, semi-supervised, unsupervised, reinforcement, a classical or
deep learning manner, etc. The technique can be federated or centralized in service-aware
learning. For example, if a robot sends a request to an edge for the UAV brain for an
intrusion detection and surveillance brain, then the selected brain does not need to update
its learning at the service aware learning unit. However, if the robot requests for home
cleaning, then the brain needs to be updated using the current scenario based on semantic
environmental data. During the execution of the task, the brain is updated using federated
learning, and then the cloud computing performs global averaging.
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3.6. Inter Edge Coordinating Communication

Inter edge coordinating communication block handles all sorts of communications
between edges, edge-core cloud, and edge-robots. Inter edge coordination block acts as
the controller of the Brainware Computing communication. Requests from the robots to
edges, controlling communications between edges, the protocol of sharing a brain, sending
models for updating to core cloud and receiving data and brain for computing and storing
to the brain store are performed by the inter edge coordinating communication unit (see
Figure 2).

3.7. Distributed Hierarchical Brain Store

All the trained models and huge datasets are stored in the edge and core cloud, and
the brains are shared among the edges based on the local interests and the intensity of
service demands. We introduce a concept called Brain Store in the edges and core cloud.
The brain store stores the container image of brains (see Figure 3), which contain trained
models, metadata, and service applications together with metadata, which guide the robot
OS to install and remove the brain from itself. Each brain in the brain store is trained to
meet different purposes. For example, if we consider three services such as services A,
B, and C, each category has some subcategory that defines a specific task. For instance,
A belongs to the self-driving car service category, then A1 belongs to the self-driving car
brain for those countries where the car is driven through the right side, A2 maybe for
others, where it’s driven through the left side. A trained AI model is stored based on the
statistical interests on the various edges (see Figure 1). For example, if service A is much
more frequently used in the location where edge-1 is suited, then brain A will be stored in
edge-1. In case of need of brain A by another edge such as edge-2, edge-3, etc., then edge-1
shares that brain with the corresponding edges. This sharing task will be performed by
an inter-edge coordinating block. Different kinds of brains are stored in different kinds of
edges based on the service interests of the local region.

3.8. Encapsulating Brain Images

As the purpose of Brainware Computing is to deploy different kinds of brains at a
different times based on the services in the same robot, we need to be concerned about the
collecting and processing of sensors input and acting through the actuators. For various
services, we need to enable a particular kind of brain because the input–output relationship
of different services is different. For each particular brain, we need to have a particular
service application and metadata that can run the brain and lead the robot to interact
perfectly with the environment through sensors and actuators. Hence, to run the specific
brain, we need to install a specific running service application with specific metadata in
the robot together. For this purpose, we encapsulate the service application and metadata
with the corresponding trained model (see Figure 3). During the service execution, the
service application leads the trained model and performs the task. Encapsulating service
application with corresponding trained models and metadata is done by the container
management block in the edge cloud after updating the model.

4. Scope and Possibilities
4.1. Indoor Intelligent Robots

Brainware Computing provides Brain as a Service (BaaS) to both kinds of fixed and
movable robots and cobots. In recent years, various kinds of robots and cobots are being
used to enhance productivity in the industry. Instead of using the fixed intelligent robot,
Brainware Computing allow the robots and cobots to have various kinds of the brains in
different times based on the requested service such as moving object detection, surveillance
systems, caring for a child, cooperation with humans, etc., using the arrangement of the
sensors and actuators (sensors are replaced by the cameras and microphones). For example,
in a soap factory, the robots will carry the soap materials to the holders, and if needed then
remove that brain and install the brain for controlling the machines for converting soap
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materials to the soap. Based on the need, that robot can again install the product packaging
brain to cooperate with the workers, and again, the moving Brain will be installed to move
the soap packets to the soap store for delivery. So, one robot can work, act, and serve in
multiple tasks. Furthermore, based on the needs, the edge can install a collaborative brain,
which will allow the robot to work with a human, sensing human response, commands
and reacting to a shared environment.

A self-driving car is the best example of an autonomous movable robot in the factory to
detect, collect and move the product. These kinds of robots need various brains to operate
for the various purposes at different times. In industry, nowadays collaboration robots are
performing better. Humans and robots are working together at the shared environment.
Humans have some limitations in terms of speed, mistakes, tiredness, emotion, etc., and
the accuracy of the intelligence systems is not 100% because of diverseness and uncertainty
of the real world environment. Combining performances of humans and cobots increased
the performance at services. In our proposed technique, Brainware Computing will install
the brain in the cobot, which will take commands, observe humans, be a learner of human
intelligence and work with humans together for different perspective at different times.

4.2. Outdoor Intelligence

Self-driving cars, surveillance systems and other outdoor intelligent robotic systems
need to be improved and demand Brain as a Service (BaaS) infrastructure due to overcome
existing rigidness and fixed type intelligent approach. A self-driving car and other outdoor
intelligent systems sense the environment and cooperate with humans (if necessary) using
the arrangement of sensors and actuators. Using Brainware Computing possibilities, an
outdoor robotic system can install and deploy the requested service brains based on the
environment state, service categories and time, which leads the robots or cobots to perform
better. For example, a robot which is able to interact with humans to drive a car using a
driving brain image, can also turn into an expert of a different domain by removing the
driving brain and installing that particular service brain (i.e., for cart, surveillance systems,
road cleaning robots etc.) and vice versa.

5. Challenges and Opportunities

Section 4 demonstrates the scope and potential case studies of Brainware Computing.
Though Brainware Computing opens up a new era in robotics and intelligent computing,
there are some challenges to integrate this large scale computing architecture for real-world
execution in terms of resources, services, privacy, and security as edge computing also
contains some challenges and limitations [40]. In this section, we elaborate some challenges
in Brainware Computing with some possible solutions and opportunities, along with
further research directions such as resources management, service management, resource
optimization, privacy, and security.

5.1. Resources Management
5.1.1. Computing Resources Management

Computing resources management denotes the process of allocating and de-allocating
system resources (cpu, memory, io, and cache) for different applications and threads.
Computing resources management in Brainware Computing can be divided into three
concerns: (1) In cloud, (2) in edge and (3) in robot.

In Brainware Computing at all of the three places, we are motivated by the elastic mem-
ory management [41] and virtual memory optimization technique [42]. Recent resource
management applications depend on the containers such as Docker [43], Kubernetes [44],
or YARN [45] containers. These containers make the applications isolated and share the
same machine by providing hardware resource limits. Applications for resource require-
ments are managed and controlled by the containers. Based on the service, a specific brain
image or a collection of related brains is installed at different times. It denotes that, to
perform the service for specific tasks, sometimes they need multiple intelligent brains
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collaborating with each other. For example, for driving a car, the robot needs a self-driving
car brain to collaborate with humans, which consists of multiple sub-module brains such
as semantic segmentation brain, motion detection, object detection, language translation
brain, etc. In this case, multiple brains collaborate with each other. These modules create a
driving model. After performing the task, the driving brain which consists of two modules
is removed from the robot. On the other hand, in the case of atomic tasks, for example, a
COBOT as the packaging machine, which helps humans for product packaging in a factory.
Here, a single computer vision model is installed to accomplish the whole task. So, in
terms of hybrid tasks, multiple brains work side-by-side, but for atomic tasks, a single
brain works alone. Based on the service, different brains or a collection of corresponding
brains are installed and removed from the robot at different times.

In possible scenarios, the necessary brains are installed, and after performing the
task, the brains are removed from the robot. Moreover, in some cases, to run a successful
execution, there need to run a collection of virtual machines for the same purpose side-by-
side, which is controlled by the hypervisor.

5.1.2. Network Management

The coordinating communication unit in edge cloud (see Figure 2) interacts with the
core cloud and robot and shares brain images among them seamlessly. This infrastructure
turns the networking arrangement complicated by the robots and edges because of hetero-
geneity, service nature, interaction, density, and transmission protocol. Thus, performing
uninterrupted communication demands supports at all the layers in the internet archi-
tecture such as network layer, MAC layer, and transport layer, which affects the overall
performance of the internet [46]. Brainware Computing focuses both on energy efficiency
by providing higher throughput. Sharing brain images among the edges and for the real-
time interaction with the robots by the coordinating communication unit are necessary.
The whole Brainware Computing architecture performs using hybrid protocol depending
on the interaction types. For deploying a brain into a robot, and sharing brain images and
metadata among the edges, hybridization of communication protocols supports both low
and high-level services, data dissemination, and accumulation perfectly. It also requires
constant management of virtual machine abstract layer management, priorities services,
queue management, etc.

5.1.3. Operation Management

For the sake of resources management, the coordinating communication unit in the
edges manages processes, metadata and threads to interact and share information among
the edges, cloud and robots, prioritizing service requests and operation in an efficient
manner. In Brainware Computing environment, multiple service requests may happen
at the same time. Furthermore, atomic operations of different services in edge and cloud
may need to be performed at the same time in the same edge. However, managing
these heterogeneities, task sharing processes and operations among the edges, prioritizing
activities are handled by the virtual execution model in coordination communication
unit and hypervisor. Synchronizing these operations and managing seamless service is
quite challenging.

Brainware Computing communication is motivated by service oriented priority-driven
execution systems [47] and event-driven scheduling and stack [48]. Coordinating commu-
nication units in edges and robot’s event handlers continuously wait for the service request
from the service broker, metadata sharing, activity and process offloading and internal or
external events, such as deploying and removing brain, metadata sharing, environment
data analysis, searching for brain, inference optimization, braualization, real time service
aware learning, etc. The virtual machine in the edges dynamically allocates the memory
stack to the operation and the event handler in the edge performs the run-to-completion
task. All the operations and activities share the same process bus-line and utilize limited
memory efficiently.
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5.1.4. Metadata Sharing and Translation

In Brainware Computing, whole service flows from the service broker request to
the completion of the task generates and translates different kinds of metadata. In every
brain image, there is a need to manage the metadata. Initially, the service broker requests
a service from the nearest robot by sharing descriptive metadata for the discovery and
identification of the service type ID, location and other necessary information regarding
service specification. The robot processes the metadata shared by the service broker.
Translating service requests metadata and encapsulates new administrative metadata, and
the robot shares the metadata with the coordinating communication unit of the edge cloud.
Along with administrative metadata, which denotes the resources type, service locations,
time and type, the edge cloud produces statistical metadata for interacting with other edges
and clouds. During enabling the service oriented brains (SOB) and services execution time,
metadata in brain images helps drive the application to run the brain. Handling these
metadata inside the proposed gigantic architecture demands careful concern.

5.1.5. Hardware Management

Robots interact with the real world environment through sensors and actuators. They
perceive various kinds of environmental input data, process them and react to the environ-
ment based on the specified task. Among all the input data types, vision and perceiving
time series data are quite important. However, different services demand different sensors
and actuator arrangements to interact with the robots. For example, a robot perceives
a visual scene, time series data, motion, GPS, ultrasonic distance, etc., information for
enabling a self-driving car brain, and reacts through wheels, brake, accelerator, etc., where
a cleaning robot does not need to examine the GPS and motion of surrounding objects
often and react through wheels, motor, arm and brush, also a UAV needs the altitude and
3D camera information to perceive a visual scene and environment and react using motor,
fan, monitor, etc. As Brainware Computing allows all the general purpose robots to be
experts on multi-domain spaces enabling different brains at different times, the robots
only cameras and audio sensors and actuators with specified port ID. All other types of
necessary information is extracted from the image, videos and time series data. That means
general purpose robots only have the cameras and audio sensors. Service application
handles the port and necessary camera and audio sensors and actuators. For example: the
general purpose robots have only cameras and audio sensors for receiving images, time
series signals, and other information such as motion, 3D scenes, etc. are extracted using the
camera and audio information. Hardware configuration in robots should support installing
heavy brain images.

5.2. Service Management

To ensure service and intelligent brain management at the edges, we focus on the
following four fundamental features. These features need to be taken care of for developing
a reliable system, for instance, differentiation, extensibility, isolation, and reliability.

5.2.1. Differentiation

With the increasing impact of robotics in diverse applications and needs for providing
heterogeneous services in multiple sectors, robots are demanded and requested to perform
multiple services at different times, such as cleaning robots, self-driving cars, UAVs, smart
homes, etc. These service requests from multiple service brokers have different priori-
ties and importance. For example, a service request of patient caring robots should be
performed earlier than the service requests of cleaning robots.

5.2.2. Extensibility

Purpose of Brainware Computing is to provide any services that are requested by the
users gradually. Usually, the existing robotic systems perform on multiple domains through
Robot as a Service (RaaS), but demand explicit programming by the robots. As Brainware
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Computing contains all the necessary brains for all the services, often the category of
services may be increased and a new service may need to be registered to the core and
edge cloud. The demands from service broker are unknown and the service spaces are
uncertain and unseen. Robots need to increase the number of services and also update
the learning. In Brainware Computing, we propose service oriented learning to add new
services and also to update the learning of existing models. This registry and discovery
task is accomplished by the registry and discovery unit of edge clouds.

5.2.3. Isolation

To ensure the isolation in Brainware Computing, we suggest designing the architecture
using virtual machine for each unit of execution and container image of the brains. The
overall core and edge cloud is designed based on a virtual machine working principle. All
the service brains and applications are contained in the form of container images. On the
whole, execution flow for any particular services are performed by all the unit successfully.
A well-designed collection and set of virtual machine units share the processing. The
processing task of a unit does not depend on other units. As every individual service brain
and execution block unit is isolated, each using container images and virtual machine,
respectively, so the performance of a service does not depend on the other brain. The
execution blocks and brain images share processing capability. If a flow of execution is
interrupted in a edge because of the failure of semantic environment understanding unit of
that particular edge, then the nearest edge shares the semantic environment understanding
unit for processing the task of the failed unit and returns the decision for searching brain to
the searching unit of the first edge.

5.2.4. Reliability

There are two kinds of reliability issues in Brainware Computing: (1) Brainware
reliability in terms of seamlessly service deployment and (2) robots performance during
the execution

• Service flow and deployment: For performing the overall service flow from service
broker request to the service deployment is quite challenging. There are a lot of unit
operations should be performed. The overall atomic individual and isolated systems
should be designed to maintain the whole system. We prefer virtual machine for
every unit in an isolation manner, where the controller and inter-edge coordinating
communications are able to detect the problems and notify all the other edges, then
the controller offloads the task to the nearest edge or direct to the cloud. For example:
if a service is requested to edge A, and edge A is failing to operate, then all the units
of A can detect the reason and notify the cloud, then cloud shift that particular service
request to the nearest edge, which ensures seamless services.

• Robot performance during execution: Robot performance depends on the learning
strategy and scale. The performance of the brain is concerned with the user. For ex-
ample, considering deep learning, as all the service brains are obtained after training
on large scale data such as imagenet [49], cifer [50], custom dataset, etc., for image
processing, kinetics dataset [51] for action recognition, cityscapes [52], for semantic
segmentation, etc., using centralized approach, then the performance of the trained
deep learning model is remarkable. Furthermore, knowledge updating using feder-
ated and reinforcement learning is performed by the service aware learning to ensure
it is adaptive to uncertain scenarios.

5.3. Optimization

In Brainware Computing, there are different labels of execution such as, at service
broker, robots, edge, and cloud, which are divided into multiple layers. These levels
and layers perform different kinds of computation. In this proposed computing, request
allocation, task offloading and synchronization are the core concerns. We need to design
the infrastructure by specifying the computation and task processing at different levels
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and layers. In the case of service request execution, processing, service management,
and deployment, there are some key factors that need to be concerned and optimized.
Based on the services, we need to focus on the trade-off. Some services require the speedy
deployment of the brain images, utilization of energy for efficient and accurate services by
interacting with the environment, and low latency using less bandwidth and energy.

5.3.1. Latency

There are some basic kinds of interactions in Brainware Computing, (1) robot-environment
interactions and (2) robot-edge interactions (3) inter-edge interactions and (4) edge-cloud
interactions. Considering performances, latency is one of the key metrics to evaluate
the quality of service (QoS) and the response time of service requests. As the core and
edge cloud have the high computational capability and the artificial intelligence model
parameter estimation task is done by the edges and core cloud during training, there is
less computation time needed. By the grace of 5G internet, the transmission delay has
drastically reduced. However, deploying or sharing the brains among the edges and
from cloud to edges and computation for searching and preparing brain images may
add some latency. As the core and edge cloud have a high computational capacity, high-
speed networking reduced the latency. In Brainware Computing, robots interact with
the real-world environment, being driven by the brain image. As the brain model can be
heavy (mostly, deep learning model), robots only perform inference for reacting to the
environment using the model. All the necessary training and model updating is performed
on core and edge clouds, respectively. Interaction between edges also has an issue of
latency, but because of high-speed connectivity among cloud and edges and computation
power, this problem can be solved. The latency is handled by dividing the computation
into different layers. For speedy interaction with the real-world environment, Brainware
Computing imposes the majority of the workload on the cloud and edges, where robots
only infer using the trained model.

5.3.2. Bandwidth

To share and deploy brain images into robotics with high bandwidth can reduce trans-
mission delay, especially for a heavy deep learning model. As in Brainware Computing,
the service requested may arrive from remote places where internet connectivity is not
so smooth and seamless, the robot first deploys the whole brain into it, then performs
offline. At service execution time, no bandwidth is required. While deploying the brain,
the transmission latency depends on bandwidth. Lower bandwidth increases transmission
delay. In Brainware Computing, we prefer a trade-off. As all the workloads are performed
in the core and edge cloud, there is less transmission delay required. The bandwidth
between the core and edge cloud or edge cloud and robot is considered and tends to be
high for sharing the heavy model during deploying and sharing weights. We prefer model
optimization and encoding–decoding technique for sharing brain image to reduce the
bandwidth required and transmission delay. As in most cases, the distances between robots
and edges are uncertain, then to reduce bandwidth, we prefer to compress the trained
model and transmit using a packet system. However, we focus on bandwidth and latency
for training in the cloud, updating the model in edges and inference only on robots and
sharing the brain using compression and decoding in different layers.

5.3.3. Energy

The robot performs using battery energy, which is the most important resource. To
save the robot’s battery energy, we take away the whole workload of training and learning
updating (federated and reinforcement learning) at the core and edge cloud. The robot’s
layer only shares the metadata, installed brain images and inference using the trained
model using low energy compared to the related systems. The approach for installing
the brain and performing only inference reduces the energy consumption by the robot
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comparatively. We provide most of the computation workloads to the edges and cloud to
save energy of the robot’s battery.

5.4. Privacy and Security

In the proposed Brainware computing architecture, robots collect and share data with
the nearest edges. Inter-edge communication needs to share data together. Sometimes,
robots may collect and send sensitive information, which is the fundamental concern
of privacy.

If a robot is set for service in a home, office or any other confidential place, a lot
of private information can be collected by the cameras and microphones. In this case,
Brainware Computing performs federated learning to keep sensitive data confidential.

To ensure the privacy, we suggest two approaches for two different purposes: one is
federated learning [53] for training using local sensitive data, and the second one is a deep
learning encoder–decoder [54] approach (see Figure 6) to ensure end-to-end encryption
and decryption facilities in all the sender and receiver end during data sharing among the
edges. According to the approach, during data sharing, each robot encodes data using the
encoder part of the model and shares only the encoded features with the nearest edges.
Coordinating communication blocks includes the decoder of the encoder–decoder network
and decodes the encoded features, which has been sent by the robots. Each edge holds
data privacy using the encoder–decoder approach. However, in Brainware Computing
systems, only the encoded features of all kinds of data such as images, voices, metadata
etc., are shared to ensure privacy. More specifically, images and voice data are encrypted
using convolutional and recurrent neural network-based encoder–decoders because of
their better performance. Moreover, in terms of global learning using local sensitive data,
Brainware Computing uses federated learning [53] strategy where the local model in the
robot learns from the local data. Global learning blocks in cloud computing perform global
federated averaging to obtain a globally generalized trained model.

Figure 6. Encoder–decoder example for transferring the encoded features of images instead of
actual data.

For the purpose of security, there is a section called registry and discovery in the edge
clouds. The following concern should be maintained to ensure security for the Brainware
Computing. Saad Khan et al. [55] and Shalin Parikh et al. [56] introduced some techniques
to ensure the security for fog and edge computing, respectively. Being motivated by these
concepts, in Brainware Computing, we suggest the following steps:

• Federated learning to hold the data privacy in edge computing;
• Encryption of metadata and access verification and authorization: Registry and dis-

covery block is responsible for this task;
• To detect unauthorized access the block includes intrusion detection systems (IDS)

and multiple step verification systems;
• Analysis and identification of User Behaviour Profiling (UBP).
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6. Conclusions

Recently, numerous service-oriented infrastructures are being proposed with the help
of edge and cloud computing, which ensures strong connectivity, data processing and
sharing with low latency and high reliability. Existing robotics technology cannot properly
utilize the whole resources, on the other hand, existing robots are not multi-domain experts.
Though Robot as Service (RaaS) provides some flexibility and programmability, it contains
no edges, hence it requires high latency and demands external programming by the
developers. By the advancements of edge and cloud computing, the border of possibilities
of the robotics technology has been pushed up by Brainware Computing, which allows the
robots to be experts on the multi-domain systems using the different brains at different
times without any external coding required by the developers, and needs low latency and
bandwidth. We proposed a computing infrastructure, and addressed Brainware Computing
with scopes and possibilities. Furthermore, we provided an extensive explanation of the
challenges and opportunities with resources optimization. In the introduction of Brainware
Computing, we extensively explained every unit, which indicates a new research direction.
Furthermore, we experienced that the challenges and opportunities discussed in this paper
indicate a new research area. We hope that the proposed Brainware Computing will
revolutionize the automation industry with the help of Brain as a Service (BaaS).
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